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At the core of our company is our commitment to designing, developing and manufacturing 
vehicles which incorporate the latest technologies to deliver market-leading reliability, low 
total cost of ownership, an outstanding passenger experience and significant environmental 
benefits. Our world-class vehicles are a product of partnership, through collaboration with our 
customers, to respond to their specific operational and environment requirements by increasing 
ridership and bus usage in congested cities.

We have been building double deck buses for North America since 2000. Since then, the 
company has grown its North American footprint and underline its long term commitment to 
supporting this significant market with a multi-million dollar investment in manufacturing hubs 
and parts facilities. 

In May 2019, Alexander Dennis joined NFI Group, a leading global bus manufacturer of mass 
mobility solutions, now with over 8,000 team members in 10 countries around the world. NFI 
and ADL are proud to be the technology leaders leading the ZEvolution. 
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At Alexander Dennis, a subsidiary of NFI Group, one of the world’s 
largest independent global bus manufacturers, excellence in double 
deck bus design and manufacture is part of our DNA. We’ve been in the 
business since 1895. We are market leaders in North America, as well as 
in the UK, Europe, Hong Kong, Singapore and New Zealand.

A R O U N D  T H E 
G L O B E



Multiple charging options

Rapid battery charging via CCS1 plug-in 
connection or gantry pantograph

Innovative battery packaging

Batteries located in the chassis and at the rear of 
the vehicle to innovatively use available space
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Modern Halo dashboard

The “Economy Halo” color matches the Economy 
Gauge to give prominent feedback to the driver
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Alexander Dennis 
is driving this 
ZEvolution by 
using unbeatable 
combination of well 
proven engineering 
and pioneering 
innovation

CONTRIBUTING TO A SUSTAINABLE FUTURE

The all-electric Alexander Dennis Enviro500EV CHARGE double deck bus delivers 
cleaner cities, quieter streets, zero emissions and lower operating costs.

The stylish and modern Enviro500EV CHARGE is built with a lightweight aluminum body structure 
and stainless steel chassis. This optimizes weight distribution to allow for industry leading 648kWh 
of energy storage while still providing 82 seats for an unrivaled combination of range and 
passenger capacity.

With the industry’s first full independent front suspension and the reduced noise levels associated with 
electric drive, the Enviro500EV CHARGE provides an outstanding combination of a smooth ride and low 
noise levels, appreciated by drivers and passengers alike. With rapid charging batteries located in the 
chassis and at the rear of the vehicle for a low center of gravity and great stability, it features a reversible 
HVAC system incorporating an all-electric heat pump which increases the vehicle range on cold days.

The Enviro500EV CHARGE retains all the class-leading features of Alexander Dennis vehicles proven and 
successful double deck bus, including excellent low-floor access, a spacious interior, large windows, 
and LED lighting for improved energy efficiency.

Low cost maintenance is a hallmark of the Enviro double deck range, thanks to easy-access panels and 
service items that are positioned for rapid workshop turnaround.

Drivers love Enviro double decks too, with their outstanding stability, ergonomic cab design and fully 
adjustable driving position, plus a turning diameter that out-performs the competition.

Designed exclusively for North America the Enviro500EV CHARGE is based on years of double deck 
operation across the USA and Canada.



Silent smooth ride 

Fully independent front suspension 
provides a smooth and comfortable 
ride for drivers and passengers.

Reliability

Reliable and proven engineering 
solutions incorporating acknowledged 
class-leading components.

Maintenance

Easy and low cost 
maintenance.

Comfortable

More space than previous designs, 
quiet and with superb ride comfort.

Space-efficient

The same footprint as a 
single deck, reducing traffic 
congestion and costs.
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Economic

Lower operating 
costs.

More riders

Wherever double decks have 
been introduced they have 
increased ridership.

Energy efficiency 

Modular high voltage battery configuration with 
innovative packaging integrated throughout the 
vehicle for optimum weight distribution and stability.

Accessible

Low step and flat floor allows full 
access for wheelchairs, plus large 
volumes of seated passengers.

Maneuverability

Simple to maneuver - better than 
most single decks and all other high 
capacity options.

Passenger’s favorite

Popular with passengers thanks to 
quiet, elevated seating with amazing 
panoramic views from the top deck.

More revenue

More space for revenue 
generating advertisements.

Efficient charging

Rapid charging batteries located 
in the chassis and at the rear of 
the vehicle.

Contributing to a sustainable future 

The zero emission Enviro500EV CHARGE double deck 
bus helps contribute to cleaner cities, quieter streets 
with reduced noise pollution and improved air quality.



Where Enviro double decks have been introduced across the world 
they have quickly established themselves as big favorites with 
passengers, thanks to their easy access, outstanding comfort and 
amazing panoramic views.
 
Now there’s even more room than before with up to 82 widely spaced seats, the majority in 
the upper saloon, all benefitting from heavy duty air conditioning.

The Enviro500 commuter option offers comfortable seats, individual reading lights, wireless 
phone chargers, Wi-Fi connectivity and multimedia passenger displays amongst a whole 
host of passenger refinements.

The Enviro500EV CHARGE introduces full independent front suspension, giving the bus the 
exceptionally smooth ride of a motorcoach. The all-electric Alexander Dennis double deck bus 
offers the largest battery capacity available for industry leading range capability.
Access is unbeatable with wide opening doors, plus a low step into an obstruction-free, flat 
floor interior. Wheelchair access is made easy too, thanks to a ramp that can be deployed and 
retrieved quickly, while the lower saloon provides two wheelchair spaces and seating for a 
further 23 passengers.

Reaching the upper deck is via a wide and well-lit staircase with appropriately positioned 
handrails that maximize safety.

The Enviro500EV CHARGE has a state of the art propulsion system which utilizes an electric 
portal axle with integrated wheel hub drives, designed for cost effectiveness and efficiency.

The Enviro500EV CHARGE is equally comfortable in city center operations or cruising quietly and 
safely at highway speeds thanks to the advanced, full air suspension and a low center of gravity.

THE PASSENGER’S FAVORITE

Upper deck

Space and comfort plus 
exceptional panoramic views

Stairs

Easy to use, wide 
and well-lit staircase

Easy access

Wide, easy access entry way for 
wheelchair users

Spacious interior

Spacious low floor access, bright interior 
with large windows and LED lighting

Access

A fast acting wheelchair ramp is standard

Wheelchair users

A wide, step free entrance and flat floor easily 
accommodates wheelchair users and a further 
23 seats downstairs8 9



HV Battery System
Modular high voltage battery configuration with packs 
integrated throughout the vehicle for optimum weight 
distribution. 
Liquid-cooled battery thermal management system. 
Integrated intelligent battery management system.

Predicted range
Range figure up to 250 miles depending on operational 
conditions and charging strategy.

Front Axle
Capacity: 17637 lbs (8200 kg). Lock angle 50°
Auxiliary Axle
Capacity: 17637 lbs (8000 kg)

Drive Axle
Electric drive axle with integrated motors, 25,534lbs 
(11,600kg) capacity. 
Liquid cooled hub motors for maximum drive efficiency 
and control.

Charging Systems
J1772 CCS Type 1 charge port located at kerbside rear.
Ganty pantograph charging option available.
Electrical system faults are detected automatically with 
built-in diagnostics and interlock systems.

Suspension
Full electronic air suspension mounted within chassis 
frame floor contours eliminating component intrusion into 
passenger saloon areas. Independent front suspension for 
enhanced ride quality and stability. 
Features: Electronic levelling control system with fast-kneel 
facility on front suspension reducing height by 3” (80mm).

Steering Gear
Bosch integrally powered, variable ratio steering gear. 
18” (457mm) two spoke steering wheel. (Option 4 spoke 
coach style) both with center horn push. 
Telescopic steering column and binnacle interlocked with 
the handbrake for safety.

Frame
All welded stainless steel channel and box sections 
complete with full body integration.  
Chassis frame has full corrosion protection with 2 pack 
epoxy coating, and wax oil cavity injection.
Braking System
Electronic Braking System (EBS). 
Full air operated category 1 ABS 17” (430mm) disc brakes 
with separate systems for front, auxiliary and drive axle.

Wheels
Alcoa Dura-Flange/Dura-Brite wheels.

Battery locations
Multiple high voltage battery packs integrated within the 
chassis frame and additional packs mounted at the rear 
and mid chassis for optimum weight distribution.

Electrical Equipment
2 x 12 Volt heavy duty maintenance-free batteries 
Battery boost socket supplied 
Integrated intelligent battery guard 
2 x High power DC-DC converters 
Latest generation, bespoke, modular power distribution 
system. Chassis system wiring routed through the body 
to improve protection and reliability 
Latest generation multiplex system with enhanced 
diagnostic capabilities. 
Dedicated Data Access Gateway for integration of 
customer specific systems and telematics. 
Optimized for telematic data reporting systems.

Instrumentation
Stylish control binnacle with integrated 12.3-inch TFT 
colour instrument cluster displaying running data and 
intuitive on-board diagnostics.

Structure
The low weight body structure consists primarily of 
aluminium extrusions and shear panels with the addition of 
stainless steel in areas of higher stress ensuring a high body 
stiffness and durability whilst minimizing the vehicle mass. 
The top deck roof and interdeck consist of single piece 
composite panels significantly increasing the body stiffness 
with a reduction in weight compared to conventional 
construction with high thermal insulation properties.

Glazing
Main body glazing is bonded single glazed, flat 
toughened safety glass, tinted to reduce Solar, Light 
and UV transmittance with the option for full Dual Pane 
bonded glazing. All glazing including emergency opening 
units comply with FMVSS 205.
Doors
The entrance is fitted with a twin leaf inward swing glider 
door with active seals for improved sealing performance. 
The exit door is fitted with a twin leaf sliding plug door 
providing a clear exit platform. 
Fully Electric doors are fitted as standard.

Driver’s Cab
A spacious, comfortable, quiet and ergonomically 
designed driver’s cab giving excellent forward vision, 
enhanced by the use of a curved windscreen, is provided.
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SPECIF ICAT ION

HV Battery System
Modular high voltage battery 
configuration with packs 
integrated throughout the vehicle 
for optimum weight distribution.

Dimensions
Overall length 44’ 3 3/8” (13498mm) 
Overall height 13’ 6” (4115mm) 
Overall width 8’ 3” (2520mm) 
Wheelbase 21’ 9” (6630mm) + 4’ 11” 
(inner) (1,500mm)

Seating
Lower saloon 
Seating capacity 29 or 26 seated 
plus 1 wheelchair or 23 seated 
plus 2 wheelchairs
Upper saloon 
Seating capacity up to 53

Heating and Ventilation
Air conditioning to upper and lower decks is provided. 
Fully air-conditioned system with reversible HVAC system 
incorporating all-electric heat pump. A heat pump provides the 
option of heating the saloons via the air conditioning system.  
The Driver’s area has a combined warm air demisting/heating and 
cooling system.

Body Electrical Equipment
Electrical distribution centres and Electronic Control Units located 
in easy-to-access locations.  
Driver’s courtesy lighting provides a generously illuminated entry 
and exit to cab area. 
Continuous saloon lighting is provided by stylish energy efficient 
LED strips as standard. 
Full vehicle exterior LED lighting as standard for improved energy 
efficiency.

Destination Gear
Front, side & rear electronic LED destinations are offered as 
standard on all vehicles.

Seating
The body framing allows for a choice of transit or high back 
reclining seating in various configurations. 
For up to 82 seated passengers + Driver. There are two ADA 
compliant wheelchair positions.

Lower saloon

Upper saloon

Buy America Compliant
Designed for the U.S. and Canadian 
markets, the Enviro500EV CHARGE is 
built in North America.



Alexander Dennis Inc.
31566 Railroad Canyon Road #342, Canyon Lake, CA 92587-9446

Tel: (951) 244-9429  Fax: (951) 755-0318  Email: info@alexander-dennis.com  www.alexander-dennis.com

Alexander Dennis’ policy is one of continuous development. The right is reserved to change 
specifications of the models and items described. For the latest details always consult Alexander Dennis Inc.


